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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR RIESZ SYSTEMS
IN THE UNIT BALL AND SOME APPLICATIONS

ASHOT DJRBASHIAN

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. We introduce Apa spaces of systems of harmonic functions satisfy-

ing Cauchy-Riemann equations in Rn and find integral representations. Using

these representations and estimates for the integral kernel we prove bounded-

ness of the representation operator in LP and Lipschitz classes.

1. Introduction

We consider systems of functions F = (f , ... , f„) satisfying ^-dimensional

Cauchy-Riemann equations in some domain G c Rn :

m vM-o    M_^A      i<ik<n
(1) hdXk~ 9Xk~dXj'        l^J>k^n-

It is well known (cf. [ 11 ]) that equations (1) imply existence (in any connected

subdomain of G) of a harmonic function 77 such that F = V77. In particular,

all the components of F are harmonic. We call such vector fields F Riesz

systems.

The theory of Hardy spaces Hp of Riesz systems in half-spaces is also well

known (see [10, 11]). This theory is actually based on the notion of Poisson

kernel and its conjugate kernels. They play the same role as, in the classical 77p

theory, the Cauchy kernel and its real and imaginary parts.

However, extension of this theory to other M-dimensional domains, including

the simplest case of the unit ball, proved to be a very difficult task. It seems that

this difficulty is hidden in the problem of finding the conjugates of the Poisson

kernel (which itself is classical), while the same thing in the half-space is an easy

exercise. This, in its turn, is the consequence of the fact that equations (1) are

not rotation invariant. From here it is clear that it is impossible to construct an

Hp theory in the ball completely analogous to the classical Hp theory in the

unit disk.
There are two approaches avoiding this difficulty belonging to Koranyi and

Vagi [7] and Ricci and Weiss [9]. We follow mainly the ideas of [7] and con-

struct the theory of more general classes Ap of Riesz systems in the unit ball,
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continuing our earlier work [2] where the theory of Apa spaces of Riesz systems

in half-spaces was constructed.

This work was announced without proofs in [4] and has been circulating in

preprint form since April 1989 (see [5]).

2. The integral representation formula

Let F = (fx, ... , fn) be a Riesz system in the unit ball B = {x £ Rn : |x| <

1} . Following [7] we say that F £ H" = HP(B, Rn), 0 < p < co, if

(2) sup   f \F(rx')\pdx' <oo,
0<r<lJs

where S = dB, x' £ S, and dx' is the surface Lebesgue measure on S.

The Szego kernel is the generalization of the classical Cauchy kernel, and we

have the following representation formula (see [7]):

Lemma 1. The Szego kernel M of 772(B, R") is given by

1    fxI-2rxy* (y - r\y\2x)(x - r\x\2y)*  ,
(3) M(x,y) = TFr      -,-?— + nr—-^—     , ^ dr.

\S\Jo   \rx-y\" \rx-y\"+2

Here I is the unit matrix in Rn, the vectors in Rn are written as columns,

and v* is the transpose of v £ Rn.

So we have the following integral representation for Hp Riesz systems in the

ball: If F e 77"(B, Rn), 1 < p < co, then

(4) F(x)= f F(y')M(x,y')dy',
Js

where F(v') is the boundary value of F , which existence is guaranteed by the

condition F £ Hp (see [7]).
Our aim is to extend this formula to Riesz systems of more general classes,

and in order to do it, we begin with some results on Ap spaces from [1] (see

also [3]).
A harmonic function / in B belongs to the class Ap = AP(B), 0 < p < co ,

-1 < a < co , if

(5) \\f\\pP,a= f\f(x)\"(l-\x\)adx<oo,
Jb

where dx is the solid Lebesgue measure in Rn .

Analogously, a vector function F — (f\, ..., f„) is in AP(B, Rn) if F is a

Riesz system and F(x) = (£ \fj{x)\2)x/2 satisfies (5).

Now we present two results from [1] (see also [3, Chapter 7]). These results

are slightly modified in view of their further use. The proofs of the modified

versions, however, are identical with the original ones.

Theorem 1. If the (scalar) function f £ Ap, 1 < p < co, a > -1, then the

following integral representation holds:

(6) f(x)= [ f(y)Qa(x,y)(l-\y\)ady.
Jb

Here
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where Z^ is the so-called zonal spherical harmonic of order k > 0, x' = x/|x|,

y' = y/\y\eS.

The precise form of the zonal harmonic is not essential for the time being.

A little later we will come back to it.

Lemma 2. If a — m>0 is an integer then

(7) \Qm(x,y)\<C\x\y\-y'\-n-m.

Now recall some classical facts.

Let H be a Hilbert space of functions in some domain G. Representing

kernel of 77 is defined to be a function K(x,y) defined in G x G such that

f(x) = (K(x, y), f(y)) for any f £ H and (., .) is the inner product in H.

Lemma 3 [7, 12]. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and suppose {yk}k>x *s

an orthonormal basis in H. The representing kernel for H exists if and only if

for any xo £ G there exists a constant C = CXo such that |/0cn)| < C||/||//. In
that case this representing kernel is given by the series

K(x, y) = YJVk(y)Vk{x),
k>\

where y/^ is the conjugate to the element y/k .

Turning back to spherical functions, we recall that restriction of any

homogeneous polynomial of degree k > 0 in B to the unit sphere S is called a

spherical harmonic of degree k. For any k > 0 there exist dk =

(2k + n- 2)(n + k- 3)\/(n - 2)\k\ linearly independent spherical harmonics of

degree k . We denote them by YJ ', 1 < j < dk .

The zonal harmonic Z(fc) (see Theorem 1) has the expansion

(8) z2V) = £ifV)ifV).

(For these and other results on harmonics see, e.g., [11].)

The next result is from [7, p. 186].

Lemma 4. Let {YJ   }, k > 0, 1 < j < dk , be the complete orthonormal system

of spherical harmonics in L2(S). Then the system

{<bkj(x)} = {(k(2k + n- 2))-'/2V(|x|fcy/(/V))},        k > 1,  1 < j < dk,

is complete and orthonormal in H2(B, Rn).

Now we can construct an orthonormal basis for ^42(B, R").

Lemma 5.

k>\,  l<j<dk,

is an orthonormal basis in A%(B, Rn).
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Proof. From the proof of the previous lemma, we know that if  u(x)  —

\x\kYJk)(x') for some k > 1, 1 < ;' < dk , then

IIVwIIVr") = / lv"(^')l2 dx' = k(2k + n ~ 2) •

Hence, observing that | Vw| is homogeneous of order k - 1, we get

l|V«lfr(B r-) =  / |VM(rx')|2(l - r)ar"-x drdx'
a Jb

=   f (I - r)ar2k-2+n-x dr j \Vu(x')\2 dx'

Y(\+a)T(2k + n-2)
~    T(2k + n-l+a)      k^Zk + n    z>

_ V(l + a)Y(2k + n - l)k

T(2k + n-l+a)

Completeness of the system {cpkj} in ^42(B, Rn) follows from the corre-

sponding place in the proof of the previous lemma.

Using Lemmas 3 and 5 we immediately get

Theorem 2. The representing kernel of the space Al(B, Rn) is a matrix-function

given by the series

K{a)(x,y) = z2,P*kjWvkjW-
k,j

In other words, if F £ Al(B, Rn), a > -1, then

(9) F(x) = f F(y)K^(x, y)(l - |y|)a dy.
Jb

Using the obvious fact that A2a n Ap is dense in Ap , 1 < p < co, we get that

any function F £ AP(B, Rn) also has the representation (9). Moreover, since

for 0 < p < 1, Apa(B, Rn) c Axp(B, Rn), for any 0 > (n + a)/p - 1, we get

that a representation analogous to (9) is true even for Ap with 0 < p < 1 . The

only difference is that in (9) one must change a by B with /? > (n + a)/p - 1.

Next, if 1 <p<co, a>-l, then by Holder's inequality Ap c AXB for

B > (1 + a)/p - 1. Combining all these we have

Theorem 3. Let F £ AP(B, Rn), 0 < p < co, a > -1. Suppose also that

p > (n + a)/p -1 if 0 < p < 1; 0>aifp=l; 0 > (I + a)/p - 1 if
1 < p < co. Then we have the representation

(10) F(x)= f F(y)K^(x,y)(l-\y\)^dy.
Jb

In order to prove further results on Apa functions we need effective estimates

for the kernel A(q) . However, if we try to do it for arbitrary parameter a > -1,

it will be very difficult technically and will not give satisfactory results. So,

we will restrict ourselves to the case of integer a's. In view of the previous

theorem we will not lose generality since for any a > -1 we have infinitely

many representations depending on discrete parameter m .
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Lemma 6. Let m > 0 be an integer.   Then for 1 < j, k < n, the elements

K(^(x,y) of the kernel A<w>(x,y) satisfy

(11) |A^)(x,y)|<C|r/>x'-/|-"-"1,

where x, y £B, x = rx', y = py'.

Proof. By Lemma 5 we have

K , J

-VV   V      r(2fc + n + a~l)      f rjY* V Y{k)(v') Y{k) tx')
-VyVx^T(2k + n-l)r(l+a)k{rp)  j^i   {y)Yi   {X'

-VV   V      Y(2k + n + a-l)      {rD)kz(k){l)
~VyVx^T(2k + n-l)Y(l+a)k{rp) Z*' {yy

Denoting this last sum by Af(a)(x, y), we obviously have

and the problem is reduced to the computation of the function A7(a) in the

case of integer a = m > 0.

Consider the case m > 1 first. We have

M(m){x   v)=T{2k + n + m'2)l(ro)kZ{kHv')
M     ^x>y>     L. <2k + n - 2)\m\k [rp) Z*' [y >

k>\  v '

_ ^   (2k + n + m-2)\(k-l)l      dm~x k+m_x   {k)( ..

^(2k + n- 2)\(k + m - l)\m\ d(rp)m~l y P) x' yy ''

By Stirling's formula, (2k + n + m-2)\(k- l)\/(2k + n-2)\(k + m- 1)! -» 2m
as k —► co and hence, we can continue, denoting also rp = t,

k>\

(12) 1 v/(2fc + » + m-2)!(fe-l)! \
m\^ \(2k + n - 2)\(k + m - 1)! )

//m_1
x^-rtk+m-xZxk)(y').

dtm~x x

Let us treat the second term first. We have

(2k + n + m- 2)\(k - l)!/(2fc + n - 2)\(k + m - 1)! - 2m x k~x

and
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Hence, the second term on the right side of (12) has lower order of growth

than the first one, and so we can write

ym slm—\    I \

M(m\x, y) = —^rr \tm~l E tkZx> V)    + Lower °rder Terms.

Recall the spherical harmonics expansion of the Poisson kernel in B (see
[11, Chapter 4])

P(tx',y') = Y,tkZ*(y')-
k>0

Consequently,

M(m\x, y) = —^—-x(t™-xP(tx', y') - tm~x) + L.O.T.

Finally,

Now, using Lemma 7.1 of [3] for differentiation of the Poisson kernel, we

get the proof of our assertion.

To conclude the proof of the lemma it remains to consider the case m = 0

only. In this case

M^(x,y) = Y,k-\rp)kZxk)(y'),

k>\

and this last sum is equivalent to the integral of the Poisson kernel. Hence,

taking partial derivatives by xk and yj , we again arrive to the conclusion of

the lemma.

Remark. Proceeding in the same way, we find that the partial derivatives of the

kernels AJ™', 1 < j, k < n, satisfy the estimates

(13) A-K^(x,y) <C\rpx'-y'\-"-m-x,        \<i<n,

and the same estimates are true for derivatives by y,.

3. Boundedness of the projection operator
and preservation of lipschitz classes

As it is seen by Lemma 6, the elements of the matrix kernel A(m) satisfy

estimates completely analogous to that of the kernel Qm of scalar functions

(see Lemma 2). Hence we can hope that many results for scalar functions could

be extended to Ap classes of Riesz systems. In particular, we will prove the

projection theorem; we need one more lemma.

Lemma 7. For fixed 1 < k < n the vector (K1^ , ... , Knak]) is a Riesz system in

the variable y, and for fixed 1 < j < n the vector (Kff , ... , K(°n]) is a Riesz

system in x.

The proof is an easy exercise in the change of order of differentiation and we

omit it.
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Denote by Lg(B, Rn) the space of all real measurable vector functions

G(x) = (g\(x), ... , g„(x)) such that |G| = (J2\gj\2)l/2 belongs to the class
L»(B, (1 -\x\)adx), 0<p<oo, a> -1 .

Note that we do not demand that G be a Riesz system or even that the

components gj be harmonic.

Now let G £ LPa(B, R") and consider the integral

(14) TmG(x) = I G(y)K^(x,y)(l-\y\)mdy.
Jb

It is not clear a priori that this integral is well defined for arbitrary vector

function from LP(B, Rn). However, using estimates (11) we see that it is the

case if I <p < oo, a > -I, and m satisfies certain conditions. Moreover, it

is obvious that the vector function TmG is harmonic. As in the case of scalar

functions, the following result is true.

Theorem 4. Let 1 < p < co, a > -1, and m > (1 +a)/p -1. Then the operator

Tm defined by the formula (14) is a bounded projection from LP(B, R") to its

subspace AP(B, R").

Proof. Let G = (gx, ... , gn) £ Lpa(B, Rn), 1 < p < oo, a > -1, and denote

F = TmG = (fx,...,fn). Then

(15) /*(*)= fzZg](y)K^)(x,y)(\-\y\)mdy,        l<k<n.

It is clear that every fk is harmonic. Moreover, by Lemma 7, F is a Riesz

system. Now the proof is reduced to the scalar case since any integral

[ gj(y)K%](x,y)(l-\y\)mdy
J B

is an Ap scalar function by Lemma 6 and the corresponding result for scalar

functions (see [1, 3]).

Next we will consider the problem of preservation of Lipschitz classes under

the action of the integral operator (14).

Definition. A function f(x) defined in B is in the Lipschitz class Lip/?, 0 <

fi < 1, if / is continuous in B and for any x, y £ B, \f(x)-f(y)\ < C|x-y|^ .

A vector-valued function F = (fx, ... , fn) belongs to the class Lip fi(B, Rn)

if any component /}, 1 < j: < n , is in Lip fi(B).
The following is an analogue of the well-known Hardy-Littlewood theorem

(see, e.g., [6] for the classical result).

Lemma 8. Let f be harmonic in B. Then f is continuous in B and belongs

to Lip fi, 0 < fi < 1 in B if and only if

\Vf(x)\<C(l-\x\f'x.

The proof is a repetition of the classical one with obvious changes.

It follows from this lemma that, equivalently, a harmonic vector function

F € Lip£(B, Rn) if and only if |V/}(x)| < C(l - |x|/-' , 1 < j < n .
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Theorem 5. The operator Tm defined by (14) for an integer m > 0 preserves

Lipschitz classes. More precisely, if G is a Lipschitz vector function with 0 <
fi < 1 (not necessarily harmonic) then

TmG(x)= f G(y)K^(x,y)(l-\y\)mdy
Jb

is a Riesz system of the class Lip fi(B, Rn), 0 < fi < 1. Moreover, there exists

a constant C > 0 depending only on n, m, and fi so that

\\TmG\\upfi < C||G||Lip0.

Proof. By Lemma 8 and the remark just before the theorem it is sufficient to

prove that

J^MX)   <C(1-|X|/"1, 1 </,*<»!,

where F = TmG = (/. ,... ,f„).
For arbitrary zgB with \z - x| < 1 - |x|, z ^ x, we have

/*(*)= I zZKt^x'y^jiy)^-\y\)mdy
Jb j=\

= / Efi?(*• y^sAy) - &U))(i - \y\)mdy + gk(z),
JB j=\

since any scalar vector is a Riesz system. Hence, using (13),

f   \y-z\Hy
~   h\x\y\-y'\n+x

f   \y-x\Pdy f   \z-x\Pdy
~   h\x\y\-y'\n+x       k\x\y\-y'\"+x

< c /_^_+ cci- W)' I_^_
"    h\x\y\-y\**-'      K     lU J*\x\y\-y\*+i'

since |y - x| < C|x|y| - y'| and \z - x\ < 1 - |x| by our choice. Finally,

^fk(x)\ < C(l - |x|)'-' + C(l - W/y^i = C(J - W)'"' >

and the theorem is proved.

Remark. Theorem 5 is new even for scalar functions. For similar results for

holomorphic functions in strictly pseudoconvex domains and further references

see [8].
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